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Abstract. This paper presents empirical research into the acoustic performance of
randomized robotically fabricated patterns. Randomness is introduced as degrees of
variations in code, both supported by quasi-predictable variations in a computational
process, and the select changes through multiple variables in precise robotic fabrication
that extend the spectrum for manufacturing diversity in micro-geometries that can
change the acoustic response of space. Through physical acoustic testing of scale model
1:10 prototypes in a scale model reverberant box, and consecutive re-modelling of
sound discs based on root mean square and depth comparison, a tendency for acoustic
behaviours both for scattering and absorption could be demonstrated that relates low
spatial frequency magnitude of surface modulation closely to scattering coefficient in a
limited case study of six samples. As a result, the study presents a mathematical model
that links form and material for sound scattering.
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Introduction

Relationships between sound and architectural space are complex because sound
wavelengths span a very large range (1:1000), and are significantly large on an
architectural and human scale. As a result, not only is sound propagation in rooms
immensely complex, but also human perception of sound is remarkably rich and
varied. The macro-geometry or overall form of a space, such as flat or curved or
intersected walls, and the micro-geometry of surface patterns influence the way in
which sound is projected back into space and is heard. Specifically, micro-patterns
can contribute significantly to sound absorption, reflection, or scattering into different
directions.
The integrative systemic bridge between parametric design and acoustic analysis
could offer control over acoustic phenomena produced by complex spatial geometries,
aiming at a sound produced by the spatial geometry itself, as opposed to amplified
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sound in common public spaces, work spaces, or spaces for performative arts.
Through empirical tests of complex pattern geometries, mathematical models linking
form and material to acoustic response can be derived, which allows the production of
a space with a distinct ‘sound coloration’, based on a framework for a spatial syntax
that integrates acoustic performance. From a signal processing perspective, space can
be thought of as an acoustic filter; that is, the effective use of architectural design can
concentrate and rarefy sound in time and frequency domains. To enable design for
this, a mathematical connection between acoustics and architecture is required.
Consequently, this paper describes research into randomized patterns in order to
identify tendencies for the acoustic performance of non-periodic surfaces. It describes
an interdisciplinary collaboration between computational and generative design,
acoustic analysis and simulation, and advanced robotic manufacturing, aimed at novel
paradigms for surface geometries that change the acoustic response of space.

Fig. 1. Analogue subtractions, robotic hot-wire cut, pattern series, acoustic testing in
reverberant box, KUKA KR 6 work-cell (CodeToPro2016)

To this end, randomness can support a highly controlled design process for sound
scattering patterns; by introducing non-periodicity in complex geometries and design
robotics, thus resulting in expanded pattern archives for acoustic effects. While
robotic manufacturing enables precision for 1:10 scale model prototypes (such as the
fast prototyping for acoustic scattering), design robotics and manipulations of
toolpaths, end-effectors and code sequence can expand the range of available physical
samples, and distinguish acoustic performance relative to surface qualities, as is
discussed. In the following, the paper reports on the robotic fabrication and physical
acoustic testing of a case study series of micro-acoustic patterns, and then discusses
the continued reverse engineering of select samples in order to derive data for
modeling, providing a potential basis for design.
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2

Case Study Series: Randomness in Robotic Pattern Multiples

2.1

Methodology and Approach

A series of 35 samples, sound discs with modulated scattering surfaces, were
produced so as to generate and test a range of non-predictable patterns for acoustic
performance (see Fig. 1). Random variations were robotically fabricated by use of
multiple criteria; such as the pattern, end-effector shape, and toolpath variation, as
described in the following. Patterns further investigated included our previous
research into robotic fabrication of micro-acoustic patterns [1,2,3], with a focus on
relationships between the depth range of the relief in the surface pattern and the
frequency range for high scattering values. These depart from modulated surface
differentiation such as Hexagons, Wave and Batten patterns [4,5]. These patterns
result instead from series of lines that result from simple rule-based descriptions, and
have common use in computational design.
First, different patterns were scripted in GH Grasshopper (a plug-in to McNeel
Rhino/visual scripting method), modeled on biomimicry or mathematical codes
(Turing Patterns, L-/branching systems, Dynamic Flows, Swarm/Agent behavior,
examples here Fig.2a and 2b). This introduced a level of variation or randomness into
the overall surface for acoustic and esthetic reasons, in order to maximize the
frequency spectrum for scattering, and to avoid using a regular periodic pattern
(which is less efficient in sound scattering/behaves spatially differently).

Fig. 2 a. Scattering surface pattern and robotic tooling with changes in periodicity (Xuhui
Alphonse Lin, CodeToPro2016).
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Fig. 2 b. Simplified robotic tooling path relative to agent based behaviour from singular origin
point (Guoliang Pat Zhen, CodeToPro2016).

These patterns were then used for a geometry base of a disc with 310 mm diameter,
40mm material depth and 19mm potential surface depth, based on two standard
equations with a height ≥ 1/16th of diameter [5]; and a d < 쩍貫 (wavelength of
sound: 貫, depth of the structure relative to surface area must be greater than half the
wavelength) [6]. Then, pattern scripts were simulated in KUKA|prc (a plug-in to
McNeel Rhino/robotic simulation), with a translation of singular lines into isocurves,
in order to check density of pattern, and the variation of depth across each line, and
multiple pathways of cutting motion (see Fig.3). In the robotic setup, a hot wire cutter
was mounted on a KUKA KR 6 robot arm as an end-effector, and patterns were cut in
industrial EPSF Styrofoam. In order to vary results, different wire profiles (v, u and oprofiles) were used as end-effectors.

Fig. 3. Robotic prototype series based on generative design. MLDM, L-System series, Michel
Luis de Melo (left), and PZG, Flocking Flowl series, Guoliang Pat Zhen (right),
CodeToPro2016.
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Variations of patterns series were developed by introducing randomness to the robotic
process, so as to increase the range of surface differences across the series for acoustic
tendencies, by: a) varying the density and/or overall surface area to be cut away, in a
percentage over 3-4 test discs; b) relative depth of toolpath for decreasing/increasing
the valley depth, thus potentially changing scattering; c) introducing a different wire
form with an undercut, thus potentially increasing absorption, and d) control over
script for robotic fabrication/subtractive cutting as full or partial stage.
2.2

Physical Acoustic Measurements: Results of Micro-Acoustic Patterns

Following the parametric modeling and robotic scale model production, physical
evaluations were undertaken, with the aim of identifying empirical relationships
between physical parameters and acoustic result. The acoustic reflective properties of
the surfaces were measured as scattering coefficients and random incidence
absorption coefficients, by using a scale model reverberant room (a reverberant box
with an internal volume of 0.284 m3, with a measurement procedure was based on
ISO 17497-1, see Fig. 4). Each disk was placed on a turntable, and synchronously
averaged impulse responses are obtained for different source and receiver positions
from the material sample (using a long duration ‘maximum length sequence’ test
signal, with AARAE software, [7]. The acoustic performance is measured as apparent
reverberation time: with and without the sample; and in stasis and rotation, yielding a
spectrum of random incidence scattering coefficients. This physical acoustic analysis
was produced by calculating the mean scattering coefficient and centroid in the 2 kHz
– 20 kHz range across different series of sound discs (Fig. 5). Sample PZG-S02-TS6
showed the highest mean scattering coefficient of 0.63, and relatively high absorption
coefficient of around 0.65. Characteristic for this particular prototype were deep
undercuts, and linear smooth surfaces, which led to the working hypothesis that larger
area of smooth surfaces of varying angles potentially increase scattering, and deeper
valleys increase absorption. Deep undercuts both created a relative large amount of
flat surface area, and deep valleys at the same time. This result is in the following
subject to further evaluation, as is the ratio between size of the undercuts and certain
frequency’s wavelength, which require further investigation in regards to the
scattering and absorption performance.
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Fig. 4. Scale model reverberant room (right, mid) and scattering data (left) from scale model
prototypes.

Fig. 5. Acoustic Results for tested micro-pattern sound discs, with centroid of scattering (left)
and mean absorption coefficient (right).

2.3

Discussion, Constraints, and Next Steps

As a preliminary result, key constraints and benefits for investigating the fabrication
and performance of micro-acoustic patterns were demonstrated. In terms of
fabrication, robotic randomised manufacturing offered large scope for variability for
sound discs; and a maximum depth of valley could be continuously achieved across
the surface. In terms of acoustic analysis, similar densities of valley patterns cause
similar acoustic behaviour; a periodic spatial design of surfaces produces a periodic
scattering spectrum with regular visible peaks (whereas non-periodic pattern
organisations tended to yield a smoother curve). General evaluations of removed
material (percentage of waste) could not yield significant results for further
tendencies. Most importantly, scattering and absorption highly efficient surfaces
could be produced through slight change (robotic tooling lines combined with wire
profile). Through pattern generations within multiple criteria (parametric modelling to
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scale model production to physical simulation), the acoustic reflective properties of
surface patterns delivered tendencies for scattering performance, with a larger
spectrum of scattering-effective acoustic micro-patterns produced in a robotic
subtractive process. Yet, a more detailed review of surface properties and acoustic
behaviour was required, leading to the next phase.

3

Reverse Engineering: Deriving Acoustic Tendencies

While the aim of this first analogue series had been to find an empirical relationship
between a physical parameter and acoustic result, further approaches were required.
These include the differentiation of ratio between surface area, depth of cut and
pattern frequency; through measurement/ integration of the 1) of surface area of the
disc, which can be expressed as a ratio to the flat disc prior to cutting; the 2) rootmean square (RMS) depth of the surface (subtracting mean depth); or the 3) circular
FFT power spectrum around the surface (at various radii) as the most detailed
approach. These criteria were explored in a digital simulation of the previous series,
as is discussed in the following.
3.1

Surface and Depth Comparisons and Analysis

In order to conduct further acoustic simulations and to evaluate the previously tested,
most successful sound discs (PZG-S02-series, based on generative agent system),
accurate 3D representations of the physical models were required, based on close
examination of the surface properties. Surfaces thus were simulated through modeling
in GH Grashopper and KUKA|prc, based on the original lines of the robotic toolpath,
and by use of the precise wire-frame tool dimensions and shape (v and def-v, ushallow and u-steep, y-shapes, see Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Re-engineered acoustic pattern series based wire-profiles, toolpath and depth as
simulation (agent based, single origin, left/double paths, right/single path)
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Fig. 7. Agent-based modeling setup for macro pattern toolpath, with agent emitted from
random location, no attractor points or obstacle in environment (GH, left), and simulation of the
robotic hotwire subtraction process (KUKA|prc, right).

Through re-modelling by extrusion and Boolean operations that replicated the pattern
configurations and robotic tool path, the samples could thus be differentiated for the
ratio between surface area, depth of cut and pattern frequency (Fig. 7). This allows
further analysis through detailed comparisons of the surface properties in order to
achieve the closest approximation between analogue model and digital simulation:
Surface Area Comparison. The first calculation compared the original surface area
of the uncut disk to the finish surface area of the cut disc. This provides a ratio or
mass applicable for comparison purposes, but remained too unspecific for detailed
depth of valley descriptions and thus acoustic performance.
Volume Comparison. The second calculation measured the volume of material
removed by comparing the cut surface to the uncut surface. This provides an
indication of material wastage and removal, which is relevant for fabrication.
For consecutive calculations, more precise measurements were delivered by
calculating surface depth of each sample with superimposing a point grid for single
point depth; and radii for mean depth frequency (Fig. 8):
Root mean squared (RMS). The third calculation evaluated the cutting depth across
the surface and calculates the square root of mean squared of this data. The Root
mean squared or RMS value is used as the best measure of the effective value, in this
case of the surface depth. Its mathematical value is computed by taking the square
root of the average (mean) of the squares of a set of randomly varying depth observed
at regular intervals (outer, inner and middle rings) for a pattern disc, which gives each
disc a recognizable depth and thus acoustic profile. Here, the cutting depth is
evaluated by projecting a grid of sample points across the cut surface as an even grid,
with approximately 1885 sample points were evaluated for depth.
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Fig. 8. Root Mean Squared RMS comparison with point blanket (left), and Depth-Depth Mean
with radii set at intervals (right)

Depth - Depth Mean. The fourth calculation then measured the cutting depth of a
series of divided radii, which are projected onto the cut surface and calculates the
mean for each radius. Radii were set at A=50, B=83 and C=116mm with A=314,
B=523 and C=733mm perimeter values. The depth value measurements were taken at
approximately 3mm intervals along the circle perimeter. The mean is then subtracted
from each of the values and this data is plotted as a graph. This provides an indication
of the mean depth frequency.
In a limited case study of series with six samples (PZG-SO2), the surface designs
were re-engineered to form a profile with exact depth points and valley dimensions
(see Fig. 9). This provided differentiation of ratio between surface area, depth of cut
and pattern frequency; through measurement and integration of disc surface area,
root-mean square (RMS) and depth of the surface (subtracting mean depth); and
circular FFT power spectrum around the surface (at various radii). Samples could thus
be evaluated, prior to robotic prototyping and the physical acoustic validation. The
acoustic surface analysis then follows then the same logic as physical acoustic
measurement, with a spectrum analysis around circles that trace the path of the
sample as it rotates in the acoustic measurement procedure. This optimizes the
parametric design of scattering surfaces by moving fast from prototyping to final
validation stage. And while non-physical computational acoustic modeling (such as
using boundary element method or finite element method) is computationally
intensive in respect to useful design loops, such shortcut indicator of scattering can
provide a large advantage. Most importantly, direct design loops between design,
fabrication and acoustic evaluation thus become possible.
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Fig. 9. Sample of resulting virtual simulation of six acoustic samples of a series (PZG-SO2).
This delivers exact measurements of surface depth which are used for virtual acoustic
evaluation of scattering performance.

3.2

Relating Form to Scattering Coefficient

The relationship between physical form and scattering coefficient is complicated
because scattering may be caused by a combination of wave-related effects
(interference and diffraction) and small scale specular reflection (mainly at high
frequencies, from curved or angled surfaces). Computational modeling of sound wave
interaction with a complex surface is non-trivial, and generally takes substantially
more effort and time than fabrication and physical acoustic measurement.
Nevertheless, in general a more complex surface might be expected to yield greater
scattering, and there are various ways of indicating this. The simplest might be the
amount of material removed from the blank sample, assuming that more cutting might
be associated with greater scattering. While this is easy to measure, it has an obvious
flaw of being insensitive to the roughness of the sample’s surface (e.g., a flat surface
could result from the removal of material, which would yield no scattering). For the
six samples considered here there is near-zero correlation between material removed
and scattering coefficient (r = 0.06).
The increase in surface area of a sample, compared to the flat sample, is likely to
be a better, albeit crude, indicator of scattering. Surface area can be expressed as a
ratio with reference to the original flat circular face. For the six samples considered
here there is a correlation coefficient of r = 0.60 between surface area ratio and
scattering coefficient, which concurs with this hypothesis, but only as a weak
indicator.
A more robust, indicator of scattering might be the root mean square (rms)
amplitude of the surface. Before calculating root mean square ( ), we first subtract the
mean surface depth, , because the mean depth will have no effect on scattering,
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whereas fluctuations around it will. This is expressed in equation 1, where
of depth values and is the number of data-points.

is the set

(1)
The correlation between and scattering coefficient is r = 0.85 for the six samples
tested. A limitation of the RMS indicator is that it is insensitive to the spatial
relationships between values across the surface. An alternative that is sensitive to
spatial relationships is to perform spectrum analysis of the surface, which decomposes
the surface to a series of sinusoidal waves over a range of spatial frequencies. The
magnitude spectrum, , can be derived from the absolute value of the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) of a set of surface depths (equation 2). This set of depths could be
approached in various ways, but in this study the values are read around a circle –
which is particularly apt considering that the scattering coefficient is measured by
rotating the sample. In this study three circles were used with radii of 116, 83 and 50
mm
(2)
Again, the mean surface depth, which is represented by the first spectrum component,
is of no interest and can be neglected (or zeroed by subtracting the mean prior to
conducting the Fourier transform). As can be seen in figure 10, the magnitude spectra
of the samples have most modulation at low spatial frequencies. The power spectral
centroid provides a single value summary of spectral balance, and is calculated
following equation 3, in which is spatial frequency. Centroid values are between:
7.6 and 13.2 in the outer circle; 5.3 and 12.6 in the middle circle; and 1.9 and 6.2 in
the inner circle.
(3)
There is a high correlation between the mean magnitude of the low spatial frequency
components and the scattering coefficient (e.g. taking the mean of components 2-16,
which correspond to harmonics 1-15, of the outer circle yields a correlation
coefficient of r = 0.97 with scattering coefficient), as illustrated by figure 11. A
similarly high correlation is achieved in the middle circle using components 2-9
(harmonics 1-8). The inner circle does not provide such a good predictor of scattering,
which is understandable considering that it represents less of the surface, and that the
center part of the disc moves less during rotation than the outer part. The fact that the
optimum spatial cut-off frequency is lower in the middle circle than in the outer circle
suggests that the distance moved, rather than the angle rotated, influences scattering.
Relating this to the scale of sound waves, the 15 th harmonic of the outer circle has a
wavelength corresponding to sound at about 7 kHz, while the 8 th harmonic of the
middle circle has a wavelength corresponding to sound at about 6 kHz.
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Fig. 10. Spatial magnitude spectra of the six samples measured around three circles (outer,
middle and inner). Power spectral centroid (which can be thought of as the mid-point of the
spectrum’s power) is shown as vertical red lines.

Fig. 11. Relationship between the spectrum magnitude (components 2-16 of the outer circle)
and scattering coefficient (mean of 1/3-octave bands from 2-20 kHz) for the six samples,
yielding a correlation coefficient of r = 0.97.
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4

Conclusion

This study has explored the relationship between physical form and acoustic
scattering of surfaces, finding that the low spatial frequency magnitude of surface
modulation relates closely to scattering coefficient in a limited case study of six
samples. The approach taken to surface analysis follows the logic behind the acoustic
measurement: spectrum analysis is done around circles that trace the path of the
sample as it rotates in the acoustic measurement procedure. Results suggest that, with
further refinement, scattering surface design could be approached in the spatial
frequency domain, or that prototype designs could be evaluated quickly using this
technique prior to fabrication and acoustic validation. As has been discussed, this
provides a substantial opportunity for speeding up parametric design of scattering
surfaces by moving the slow physical part of the process from the design loop to the
final validation stage. Non-physical alternatives involving computational acoustic
modeling (such as using boundary element method or finite element method) are
currently too computationally intensive and cumbersome to incorporate into a useful
design loop, and so this shortcut indicator of scattering can provide a large advantage.
The concept of spatial spectrum analysis for scattering surface design has some
history in the seminal designs by Schroeder, such as the quadratic residue diffuser
(QRD) [8] and maximum length sequence (MLS) diffuser [9]. Both of these are
designed to have a flat magnitude spectrum up to the Nyquist frequency established
by discrete element (or ‘well’) width, with the flat spectrum being seen as likely to
provide even scattering over the design frequency range. A broader scattering
frequency range is achieved by the QRD due to the greater range of surface depths.
Following the work described in this study, a larger systematic study is envisaged
examining relationships between parameters that describe surface form and acoustic
scattering. The present study used three circles for surface analysis, but it would be a
minor extension of this technique to analyze the whole surface. With more test
samples, it would be possible to examine the relationship between the scattering
coefficient spectrum and surface spectrum. These and other developments of the
present study would allow a large speed-up of novel scattering surface designs.
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